Perfect People Icons

A collection of Perfect People Icons delivers a set of color-rich icons that depict human body parts, people of various social and racial origins, as well as their status. The collection includes icons that are perfect to use as avatars or user picks. The icons are available in various standard sizes, and are ideal for creating first-class toolbars, splash screens or logotypes. Make your software shine with fine icons!

**Number of icons:** 83  
**Image sizes:** 48 x 48, 32 x 32, 24 x 24, 20 x 20, 16 x 16  
**Color formats:** 32-bit (for Windows XP), 8-bit (256 colors)  
**File formats:** ICO, PNG, GIF, BMP  
**Icon states:** normal, hot, disabled  
**Set price:** $49.95  
**Item price:** $5